
Modeling articulator coordination in 
constriction tasks 
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Tasks, articulators, redundancy, synergy 

• Performance of any skilled motor task requires cooperation of several 
independently moveable body parts, which we call articulators.

• e.g., reaching for an object on a table

• There is large (possibly infinite) set of articulator postures that will achieve 
the task. This is sometimes called redundancy. 

• When we learn to perform a task, we learn a pattern of dependency among 
the articulators specific to the task. This is called a synergy or a coordinative 
structure. 

• The synergy allows the task to be performed in different ways in different 
environmental contexts. 

•  Different actors learn to “tune” the synergy differently, resulting in different 
articulator movements for the same functional task. 
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Motor Tasks and the Speech System

• Production of speech engages a hierarchy of tasks.

• consonants and vowels
• syllables
• words
• phrases

• The formation of constrictions within the vocal tract is a basic 
one that regulates the acoustic output

• Acoustic sources created by regulating aperture of glottis (for 
voicing) or the supralaryngeal vocal tract for turbulence or bursts.

• Acoustic filter (formant frequencies) largely determined by 
location and degree of constrictions.
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Constrictions and Task Dynamics

• Constriction Tasks are performed with a synergy of 
articulatory degrees of freedom that can achieve the same 
task goal in a potentially infinite number of ways.

• Task Dynamics (Saltzman & Munhall, 1989) models the 
dynamics of constriction formation and distributes the time-
varying change in constriction value onto the members of the 
articulator synergy.

• For example, lip closure (for /bpm/) is achieved by a synergy 
of upper lip, lower lip and jaw.

• This can be achieved in different ways by different talkers.

Saltzman, E. & Munhall, K. (1989). A dynamical approach to gestural pa4erning in speech produc5on. 
Ecological psychology, 1(4), 333-382.
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Example from X-ray Microbeam corpus 
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Testing synergy models

• Quantitative assessment of task-articulator models for 
individual speakers has been difficult to achieve.

• Requires quantitative extraction of task constriction 
degrees and articulator postures over time.

• Identifying the articulator degrees of freedom for tongue is 
particularly challenging.

• Requires estimating the forward map: 
For a given articulatory posture, how much change in constriction values 
are produced by small changes in the postural variables? 

x = constriction degrees
q= articulator postures
J = Jacobean
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Quantitative method for estimating 
forward map from RT-MRI (Sorensen et al.,2016)

Synergy

Demonstration Of Method 
From 1 Speaker, 4 Prose 
Passages, ~6700 Frames

Sorensen, T.,  Toutios, A., Goldstein, L., & Narayanan, S. (2016), Characterizing vocal tract dynamics with real-time MRI, Interspeech, 
San Francisco.
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Anatomically guided factor analysis  
of vocal tract shape

anatomically informed factor analysis breaks down movements 
into jaw, lip, and tongue contributions

resulting factors are treated as the independent articulator 
degrees of freedom

TouBos, A. & Narayanan, S. (2015). Factor analysis of vocal tract outlines derived from  
real-5me magne5c resonance imaging data. In The ScoJsh ConsorBum for ICPhS 2015 (Ed.), Proceedings of the 
18th InternaBonal Congress of PhoneBc Sciences. 

Key Step
Jaw-Related Variability Is Removed From Lip And Tongue 
Variability Before Identifying Lip And Tongue Factors
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Anatomically guided factor analysis  
of vocal tract shape
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Toutios	and	S.	S.	Narayanan,	2015,	“Factor	Analysis	 of	Vocal-Tract	
Outlines	 derived	from	Real-Time	Magnetic	Resonance	Imaging	Data” 9



ESTIMATING DIFFERENTIAL KINEMATICS
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Tasks Ar'culators

Jacobian

1. EsSmate Task And ArSculator Variables From Mr Images

2. Learn The Mapping F. 

3. EsSmate J For A Given Posture. 
Adam Lammert, Louis Goldstein, Shrikanth Narayanan And Khalil Iskarous. StaSsScal Methods For EsSmaSon Of Direct And DifferenSal 
KinemaScs Of The Vocal Tract. Speech CommunicaSon. 55: 147–161, 2013.



Constriction degree measurement

Constriction Locations
• labial (e.g., [p,b,m])

• alveolar (e.g., [t,d,n])

• palatal (e.g., [i])

• velar (e.g., [k,u])

• pharyngeal (e.g., [a])

Ramanarayanan, V. Et Al. (2013). An InvesBgaBon Of ArBculatory SeJng 
Using Real-Time MagneBc Resonance Imaging. 11



Vikram Ramanarayanan, Louis Goldstein, Dani Byrd and Shrikanth S.  Narayanan, An invesSgaSon of arSculatory se_ng using real-Sme  
magneSc resonance imaging (2013), in: J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 134:1(510-519)

Tracking Constriction Variables

Sorensen, T.,  Toutios, A., Goldstein, L., & Narayanan, S. (2016), Characterizing vocal tract dynamics with real-time MRI, Conference on 
Laboratory Phonology, Ithaca, NY.
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Forward map estimation

Lammert, A. et al. (2013). StaBsBcal methods for esBmaBon of direct and differenBal kinemaBcs  
of the vocal tract. Speech communicaBon, 55(1), 147-161.

• Forward Map Is A Nonlinear Function From Articulator 
Positions To Constriction Degrees

• Locally, The Forward Map Is Approximately Linear
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LOCALLY-WEIGHTED REGRESSION
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Atkeson (1997), Ting (2008), Lammert (2012)

EsSmate The Mapping 
FuncSon Using A Locally 

Linear Model

Weigh'ng Kernel



Forward map estimation
Algorithm Overview 

• Root Node Is Set Of All Observed Vocal Tract Shapes 

• IteraBvely Break Clusters In Two Using K-Means (K=2) 

• Stop Breaking Either 

• When The Forward Map Is Approximately Linear, Or 

• When A Subset Would Contain Fewer Than 7 ObservaBons 

• Within Each Terminal Cluster, EsBmate Forward Map
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Individual differences in vocal tract 
size and shape
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Differences in palate shape

Adam Lammert, Michael Proctor And Shrikanth Narayanan. Morphological VariaSon In The Adult Hard Palate And Posterior 
Pharyngeal Wall. Journal Of Speech, Language, And Hearing Research. 2013A
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Differences in tongue size

All these differences will cause forward maps of different speakers to be different.
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Predicting individual differences in 
synergy patterns (strategies)

analysis-by-synthesis approach
• estimate forward kinematic map from real time MRI from 

multiple speakers
• run dynamical system simulations inverting those forward 

maps
• resulting simulations display predicted articulatory patterns 

(or strategies)
• These predictions come from the estimated forward maps 

that are based only on the differing geometry/anatomy of the 
speakers.
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Data:  real-time MRI videos

speakers 
data base of eighteen (9m, 9f) speakers of American English 
procedure 
real time MRI scans at LA County Hospital 
materials 
two repetitions of four prose passages 
data-set 
speakers had 6792±921 video frames on average
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Dynamical systems simulations

simulation goal 
quantify how much each speaker uses the jaw, lips, and 
tongue to make a constriction of the vocal tract 
(i.e., characterize articulatory synergy patterns) 
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Dynamical systems simulations

Change In The Constriction Degrees Over Time Is 
Simulated Using The Differential Equation

Forward Kinematic Map Is Inverted To Obtain The Equation 
For Weights On Factors Of Vocal Tract Shape
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Dynamical systems simulations
Bilabial Closure Alveolar Closure Palatal ApproximaBon

Velar Closure Pharyngeal ApproximaBon Velopharyngeal Closure

Examples From One Speaker 23



Quantifying articulatory synergy 
patterns
elapsed change in constriction degree can be broken down 
into the contribution of each factor

proporBon of constricBon degree due to tongue:

Tongue Contribution

Total Change In Constriction Degree
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Predicted synergy patterns
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Predicted synergy patterns
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Predicted synergy patterns
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bilabial closure

PredicBon ObservaBon

Small Jaw Movement, Speaker M3
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bilabial closure Large Jaw Movement, Speaker F9

PredicBon ObservaBon
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Predicted synergy patterns
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alveolar closure

PredicBon ObservaBon

Small Jaw Movement, Speaker M3
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alveolar closure Large Jaw Movement, Speaker F9

PredicBon ObservaBon
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task-dependent



Individual variation in synergies is 
task-dependent
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Individual variation in synergies is 
task-dependent
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conclusions

• real time MRI of the vocal tract can be used to estimate 
forward kinematic map

• forward kinematic map differs by speaker according to vocal 
tract geometry

• articulatory synergy patterns predicted on the basis of vocal 
tract geometry can be compared against observed 
strategies

→ agreement still needs to be qualitatively assessed. 
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